
Machine Predictive Maintenance and Intervention

Background

When a machine is used in a manufacturing process either by a person or autonomously it can
generate large quantities of data (Big Data) that indicates both the health of the machine and
that health will generally indicate the compliance in terms of measurements and tolerances of
the product being manufactured on that machine

In the past, physical inspection activities were executed which measured, examined, and tested
one or more of the characteristics of the products and compared the results with the specified
requirements to establish whether conformity is achieved.

Nowadays, data is being generated by so many devices, therefore the term Big Data arises.
This challenge statement raises the question about the need to devise tools for predictive
analytics using machine learning which is a subset of artificial intelligence in the field of
computer science that often uses statistical techniques to give computers the ability to "learn"
(i.e., progressively improve performance on a specific task) with data, without being explicitly
programmed.

With the abundance of data, comes the prediction models along with machine learning but initial
algorithms can be simply tolerance based to generate an “Andon Warning” and can evolve to
change settings in the machines on the fly once they have been trained via machine learning.

Safe, efficient, and sustainable operations and control are primary objectives in industrial
manufacturing processes. State-of-the-art technologies heavily rely on human intervention,
thereby showing apparent limitations in practice. The burgeoning era of big data is influencing
the manufacturing process, providing real opportunities to achieve smart manufacturing.

This kind of manufacturing requires machines to not only be capable of relieving humans from
intensive physical work, but also being effective in taking on intellectual labor and even
producing innovations on their own.

To attain this goal, data analytics and machine learning are indispensable.

The challenge

Evidence has shown that the machine performance and processes undertaken on that machine
contribute towards 80% of the quality of products produced while the material and/or
components used contribute towards 20% of the quality of products produced.

One example that we had some success with is laser predictive maintenance. See below case

https://www.hqts.com/our-services/inspections/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/data-analytics


The main goals of this challenge; is to provide inputs into pre harvesting of data. In the above
laser predictive maintenance example, the ability to harvest and analyze the data produced by
the machines through the connected products are operational. Since the IIOT connected
machines and sensors can push the data via Ecostruxure using connected products and edge
control to the cloud, the Edge control and analytics applications are also operational. The area
we are needing support is with the connected products to identify the critical parameters
and impacts “what to measure, how to analyze and interpret the results”



The main steps to be supported by the solution:

● Identification of critical parameters and impacts, for example what to measure,
how to interpret and any hardware or software products that can be scaled to
support this phase. We want to go faster in this area. We have made a template
that we distributed to plants to help identify potential equipment for inclusion in
“predictive maintenance”, but it is simply a template and is also subjective.
(Note: Laser Marking is just one example-other areas listed below)

● Welding
● Riveting
● Conveyers
● Compressors
● Rotating Equipment
● Capacitors
● Edge control to push data to the cloud seems well covered today with our current

solution, but we are not averse to other solutions being proposed.
● The data is analyzed against pre-defined measures and tolerances. This

information can be used to alert the line to a pending quality problem and stop
the line early enough to avoid that situation. The two analytics solutions we have
are efficient but again, we are not averse to other solutions being proposed.

● Further evolution using machine learning could include adjusting machine
settings to bring products to high quality without any interruption; but this is nice
to have, today we send email to CMMS systems (computerized maintenance
management system), where work orders are launched.

● Condition monitoring together with predictive maintenance of equipment used by
plants also avoids severe economic losses resulting from unexpected equipment
failures and greatly improves the system reliability. A Machine Learning
architecture for Predictive Maintenance, based on a proven approach can add
additional value.



● Traceability to capture and store all the manufacturing data associated with a
Production Order on the line at least linking to a date code but could be a serial
number. In future, data could be referenced linked to customer complaints, this
may enable the business to be proactive on recalls or on-site remediation. This data
set could also comprise some inputs for the ML/AI functions enabling us to improve
from experience/feedback and would add value but falls into the category of nice to
have.

What we don’t want

● We do not want any simple approach like MTBF (mean time before failure) and
preventative maintenance, we are looking for a predictive solution

Examples of analytics solutions currently in use

Technology Specification

The solutions will be evaluated according to the following criteria.
● Identification of Critical Parameters and Impacts (Mandatory)

We want inputs for identification of critical parameters and impacts.
o This could include solutions that can analyze a process and recommend areas of

higher risk of failure.
o Another approach could be to analyze failures out in the field, especially those

with high repeat cases and analyzing the failure back to the manufacturing
process.



o A third approach could be a consulting practice that can identify those critical
parameters to measure.

o There may also be other approaches and we would keep an open mind to any
proposal.

● Data Analytics Tools (Not Mandatory)
o We have two tools today, Machine Advisor with embedded “Senseye” or

Aveva Insight “Guided Analytics”. If any alternative tools were proposed;
we want these tools that have a track record in processing large quantities
of machine related data from IIOT quickly and delivering a result based on
the playbook and tolerances that we would supply. We already have tools
today but if a next generation tool exists, we would certainly consider it

● Alerts (Not Mandatory)
o A feedback loop to LDS Andon solution to alert operations and/or engage

plant maintenance team activities could be an added benefit, today we just
email the CMMS team

● ML tools (Not Mandatory)
o From the data analytics tools, either our established ones or new ones that

have established their findings; we currently have machine learning
algorithms embedded in those tools so we would want to lever the same or
similar ML/AI strategies. Any proposed tool should have a track record and
be proven in similar applications as that of our problem statement.

● An added functionality could extend to a model that could autonomously adjust the
machine settings.

● Traceability via blockchain (Not Mandatory)
o To enable the availability of the data for the ML applications we would need

the data to be applied to at least a date code else more specifically it could be
linked to a serial number or serial tree. The ERP data would need to be made
available to the application so the customer complaint could be integrated.

● Best Business Case: initial investment (CAPEX) + operational cost (OPEX))

Example of some benchmarking across the different analytics tools.



Evaluation Criteria

The solutions will be evaluated according to the following criteria.
● Meets at least the mandatory selection criteria.
● The key area for us is the identification of critical parameters and impacts.
● The data analytics solution has a strong track record in similar applications.
● The ML tools could be less mature although it would be good to see some use

cases in industry where it was working.
● Meets client cybersecurity standards.
● The data traceability link can be established.
● Best Business Case: initial investment (CAPEX) + operational cost (OPEX))

Deliverables

A PDF including the following: 

Brief description of the proposed solution, including a short specification of the equipment,
materials, functioning scheme

● Images, videos, 3D models, screenshots
● Feasibility evidence
● Estimated investment and operational costs. Include the investment in equipment,

the number of workers, operating time (estimation), and/or cost for the service.

Please send a structured description of your solution, avoid long texts, and include an index and
lists. Also, you can support your solution with images and sketches or diagrams. 

For more details and to apply click here

https://ktechihub.com/innovate-to-inspire-a-supply-chain-hackathon-for-startups/

